BlowFrogz
Fun, High Energy, Mostly Original Rock
Audience/club owner comments about the Frogz
“Not too heavy, not too loud. We’re able to have a
conversation (while they are playing) … great volume
control; nice people, reliable!”
“Their music pulled us onto the dance floor!”
“I’ve never seen the B-52’s live, but if I did, I know
they’d sound like you!”

Thank you for considering this BOOKING REQUEST of our live music and stage show! We play fun, upbeat, high energy
original rock and cover songs (current and classic rock). Part of what makes our stage show unique is that both of our female lead
vocalists create playful interactions to connect with the audience, helping them to feel involved and appreciated. Above, the
BlowFrogz are pictured performing at the 2016 Bite of Oregon.
Contact: Let us know your availability. We'll put you on the guest list for an upcoming show.
Visit our website – www.BlowFrogz.com
Like us on Facebook – www.facebook.com/BlowFrogz
Email us – blowfrogz@gmail.com
Recordings – https://www.reverbnation.com/blowfrogz2, https://soundcloud.com/blowfrogz
Phone – (503) 319-9825 (Leonard, mobile)
Postal Mail: BlowFrogz, 6415 SW 90th Ave, Portland, OR 97223
Thank You,
Julia, Gail, Leonard, & Victor

BlowFrogz.com

The BlowFrogz are a fun, high energy progressive rock band that plays original rock songs and familiar covers. They stand out
with their playful exchange of vocals between their two female singers, backed by a driving rock sound that has enough
electricity to jump start a marathon runner. You’ve gotta hear their lift-off hit single, “Bounce”. The musical coordinator of the
Vancouver Marathon couldn’t agree more: “They're so high energy, I chose 'em to play at our finish line!”
Their influences include giants like The B-52’s, Sheryl Crow, Smash Mouth, and various surf bands. It’s obvious that the band
members are friends having a great time, while expressing themselves musically. As a group, they play with a natural sense of
being in the moment. The BlowFrogz are made up of the following members:
Julia Figliotti – lead vocals, auxiliary percussion
Gail LeVine – drums, vocals
Leonard Weitman – bass guitar, vocals
Victor Finizio – lead guitar
The BlowFrogz have opened for And And And as well as Andy Stokes. Their résumé includes outdoor festivals and concerts
such as: The Bite of Oregon, the Portland Rose Festival, Sundae in the Park, and Portland's Summer in September, and they
headlined the St. John's Bayanihan Festival in 2012. They have also played top clubs in the Portland area: Goodfoot, The Lehrer,
and Buffalo Gap. To date, over 4,000 people have heard their music live.
You'll find articles about the BlowFrogz in The Sentinnel, Asian Reporter, and Christian News Northwest. They've also received
airplay on the D.L. Hugley show on KKMS.
The BlowFrogz believe in supporting local community efforts and are always on the lookout for new opportunities to give back
to the city of Portland. They have supported Good Samaritan Ministries, Nourish the Children, Downtown Chapel, Big Bang – A
Take Pride Party, and Faith Café. The BlowFrogz have helped to raise over $24,000 for the Filipino Community and were
granted a participation award by the Committee to Celebrate the Birthday of Medicare.
Check out their website for more information: http://www.blowfrogz.com
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